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Device Testing

Do you have phones that you would like to have tested BEFORE you make the decision to
repair all of them? Trained technicians will test all major/minor functions of the device(s). You
will recieve a digital report consisting of Device Model, Serial Number, Carrier, Function(s)
Failed.
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Blacklisted BlackBerry PIN

Have you been told by BlackBerry that they will not activate your PIN for use with Blackberry
Internet Services because it is already attached to an account? We will clear up the issue of
your blackberry not being able to use BlackBerry Internet Service due to BlackBerry incorrectly
reporting the device as STILL ACTIVE. Your PIN will NOT BE CHANGED. We can NO
LONGER clear 'LOST or STOLEN' PIN's.
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Data Removal Removal of existing customer data has become more and more important over
the last few years with personal photo's, video's and sensitive information being leaked and the
lawsuits that ensewed. Every phone we process has all of it's previous data removed. Those
devices that can not be repaired to a state where we can remove the data can optionally have
their memory chips removed and destroyed.
Level 1 Repair Do you have phones that need simple repairs such as Ear Speaker
replacement
or
buttons that have broken off or become jammed? We can quickly repair these for you so you
can make that extra money selling tested functional product.

Level 2 Repair Do you have phones that need intermediate repairs such as System
Connector replacement
or LCD replacements? We can quickly repair these for you so you can make that extra money
selling tested functional product.
Level 3 Repair Do you have phones that need serious, in-depth repairs, such as components
that have been ripped off of the board or
corrosion from liquid damage? We
can quickly repair these for you so you can make that extra money selling tested functional
product.
Treo Software Repair Do you have a treo that resets when you try to power on the modem?H
as your Handsprint Serial Number been corrupted, damaged or doesn't match the label for your
device?
Does your device just continue to reset when you power it on?
Most of the time we can repair these issues via special software.

SmartPhone Software Updates Do you have Smart Phones that need their software
updated? Why waste your time updating the phones 1 at a time? Let us handle this for you.
We have a computer bank that can update multiple devices at the same time and trained staff
that can respond to common update failures to make sure you get the highest yeild.
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